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EZ Loader Pallet
Positioner Air Lift

Usage
EZE Loaders are true ergonomic tools, they have
no mechanical springs and are designed to
automatically raise and lower pallets during
loading or unloading and allow easy pallet rotation
so the worker does not have to reach or strain. As
the load changes, the EZE-Loader automatically
adjusts, keeping the top of the load at a
convenient working height. The patented
pneumatic support system utilizes the proven
Firestone Airstroke ActuatorTM, a system based
on Firestone’s AirideTM springs for truck and bus
suspension systems.

Features & Benefits
No mechanical springs, uses captive air to
pressurise the Airstroke ActuatorTM. A bleed
valve is provided for capacity adjustments.
Pressure relief valve prevents excess pressure
build up
Automatic load weight levelling to keep the top
of the load at a convenient working height
Rotator ring on top of unit with secured centre
pivot
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Captive air operation eliminates mechanical
springs and provides more controlled
movement of the platform
775mm raised height places the load at a
convenient height 
Three position adjust knob allows adjustment
of collapsed capacity without changing air
pressure
Powder coated finish for durability
Transportable by forklift
Finger guard eliminates pinch point hazards
EZE Loader is fork liftable without the need of
an additional option. No fork pockets on sides
of base frame that can be a potential pinch
point or tripping hazard.
As load is applied, the pallet level adjusts in
order to maintain a convenient working height.
Fully loaded pallet lowers to 222mm, allowing
for convenient load removal by forklift.
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EZ Loader Pallet
Positioner Air Lift
Specifications

Fitted Safety Skirting - Model 10830026
Rotation Ring Brake- Model 10830023
Portability Kit - 10830025

Optional Accessories:
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Model 10830029
Dimensions: 
Base Frame - 1245mmL x 617mmW
Rotator Ring - 1092mm diameter
Min. Lowered Height - 267mm
Max. Raised Height - 775mm
Load Capacity: 1814kg
Self-Levelling Load Capacity - Min. 113kg Max -
1588kg
Unit Weight: 220kg

Above - EZ Loader on the Portability Kit
Below - Fitted Safety Skirting
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